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Abstract
Purpose Small field-of-view (FOV) dedicated cardiac
SPECT systems suffer from truncated projection data. This
results in (1) neglect of liver activity that otherwise could
be used to estimate (and subsequently correct) the amount
of scatter in the myocardium by model-based scatter
correction, and (2) distorted attenuation maps. In this study,
we investigated to what extent truncation impacts attenua-
tion correction and model-based scatter correction in the
cases of 99mTc, 201Tl, and simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies.
In addition, we evaluated a simple correction method to
mitigate the effects of truncation.
Methods Digital thorax phantoms of different sizes were
used to simulate the full FOV SPECT projections for 99mTc,
201Tl, and simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies. Small FOV
projections were obtained by artificially truncating the full
FOV projections. Deviations from ideal heart positioning
were simulated by axially shifting projections resulting in

more severe liver truncation. Effects of truncation on
SPECT images were tested for ordered subset (OS)
expectation maximization reconstruction with (1) attenua-
tion correction and detector response modelling (OS-AD),
and (2) with additional Monte-Carlo-based scatter correc-
tion (OS-ADS). To correct truncation-induced artefacts, we
axially extended truncated projections on both sides by
duplicating pixel values on the projection edge.
Results For both 99mTc and 201Tl, differences in the
reconstructed myocardium between full FOV and small
FOV projections were negligible. In the nine myocardial
segments, the maximum deviations of the average pixel
values were 1.3% for OS-AD and 3.5% for OS-ADS. For
the simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies, reconstructed 201Tl
SPECT images from full FOV and small FOV projections
showed clearly different image profiles due to truncation.
The maximum deviation in defected segments was found to
be 49% in the worst-case scenario. However, artificially
extending projections reduced deviations in defected
segments to a few percent.
Conclusion Our results indicate that, for single isotope
studies, using small FOV systems has little impact on
attenuation correction and model-based scatter correction.
For simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies, artificial projection
extension almost fully eliminates the adverse effects of
projection truncation.

Keywords Cardiac SPECT. Truncation . Attenuation
correction . Scatter correction . Small field-of-view

Introduction

Myocardial SPECT imaging plays a central role in
diagnosing coronary heart diseases [1]. In the United States
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alone, nine million cardiac SPECT studies are performed
every year [2]. Currently, many small field-of-view (FOV)
dedicated cardiac SPECT systems (SF-SPECT) are being
used worldwide. Specifically optimized for the workflow of
cardiac studies, the compact SF-SPECT systems can be
more cost effective and time efficient than general purpose
systems.

Truncated projections are frequently found while using
SF-SPECT due to the smaller FOV (about lateral 36 cm and
axial 20 cm) compared with the full FOV systems (about
lateral 50 cm and axial 38 cm). In general, truncation led to
deterioration of the reconstructed images in two ways: (1)
lateral projection truncation of transmission data may
generate artefacts and distortions in attenuation maps, thus
compromising the accuracy of attenuation correction, and (2)
the smaller axial dimension of the FOV causes liver
truncation since the liver is projected onto the edges of the
camera. Missing liver tissue projection can negatively affect
model-based scatter correction methods [3–9] because these
methods rely on full projections that include the surrounding
activity of the heart, especially the liver, in order to
accurately estimate the amount of scatter compensation
needed in the myocardium.

Several studies [10–13] have shown that truncation of
the attenuation map may have little impact on accurate
attenuation correction for the heart. One study has shown
that the impact of truncation only becomes noticeable when
the lateral dimension of the detector is smaller than 60% of
the lateral width of the patient’s thorax [10], which rarely
happens for the available small FOV systems. The
magnitude of the effect of the axial truncation of the liver
on the accuracy of scatter correction still needs to be
determined. Several studies have shown that scatter has to
be corrected to achieve optimal clinical SPECT images
[14–17]. For 99mTc and 201Tl studies, model-based scatter
correction has beneficial properties compared to the more
widely applied window-based correction, e.g. in terms of
lesion contrast, quantitative accuracy and noise control [8,
18–20]. Model-based scatter correction calculates the
scatter projections by modelling the physics of photon
transport during iterative image reconstruction. It employs
the actual iteration of reconstructed activity and the
attenuation map for scatter calculation. Therefore, if liver
tissue that contributes to scatter in the myocardium is
truncated in the projection data, the accuracy of model-
based scatter correction is compromised.

In addition to single-isotope SPECT, model-based scatter
correction has shown promise for accurately correcting
down-scatter in simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl cardiac SPECT
[3, 4, 21]. Substantial clinical advantages may be realized
by simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl SPECT as compared with
separated stress and rest cardiac SPECT, e.g. perfect
registration between stress and rest studies, increased patient

comfort and doubled patient throughput. However, in
simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl dual isotope imaging, model-
based scatter correction is even more prone to projection
truncation than in single isotope imaging, since down-scatter
photons from the liver may severely affect the estimation of
201Tl distribution in the myocardium.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the
effects of projection truncation on attenuation correction
and model-based scatter correction for 99mTc, 201Tl, and
simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl cardiac SPECT, as well as the
effectiveness of a simple truncation correction method.

Materials and methods

Phantoms and projection simulation

The dynamic NCAT phantom [22–24] was used for this
study. It provides a realistic and flexible model of the human
anatomy and physiology, including cardiac motion. The
severity of truncation is influenced by thorax size, heart size,
and the axial heart position on the projection. In a survey
conducted by Chang et al. [25], an average lateral thorax
width of 36 cm with a standard deviation of 3 cm was found.
To evaluate the effect of truncation for normal sized and
large patient thoraxes, two thorax phantoms were generated
by scaling the NCAT phantom to lateral widths of 36 cm and
42 cm [26] (see Table 1). Since many patients with
myocardial infarction have severe left ventricle (LV)
dilatation [27], the effect of heart size on truncation was
also investigated in this study. To obtain a realistic estimate
of heart size, we investigated a group of 64 consecutive
patients who came to the St. Antonius Hospital in
Nieuwegein for myocardial SPECT imaging. We measured
the number of transverse slices containing the LV in their
reconstructed SPECT images. The average heart dimension
between the top-most and bottom-most transverse slices was
found to be 9.1 cm with a standard deviation of 0.8 cm. Based
on these results, two heart phantoms of different sizes were
generated: one normal sized heart of 9.1 cm, and one large
heart of 10.7 cm (mean+2SD). In total, four combinations of
different sized thorax and heart phantoms were used to
represent different patient anatomies (see Table 1).

In clinical practice, the heart contour is sometimes difficult
to be determined at the persistence screen, due to relatively
low counts in SPECT projections. Therefore, it may be hard to
position the heart exactly at the centre of the projection. This
mispositioning can be important for the accuracy of model-
based scatter correction if the heart is projected below the
projection centre so that a substantial area of liver is missing.
To examine this effect, we measured the axial shift between
the centre of the LVand the centre of the SPECT projection for
the same group of 64 patients. An average axial shift of
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−0.9 cm (+ shift towards the patient’s head, more severe liver
truncation; − shift towards the patient’s feet, less liver
truncation) with a standard deviation of 1.4, cm was found.
To study the effect of mispositioning, we shifted the simulated
projections towards the patient’s head by 1.9 cm (mean+2SD;
see Table 1).

Among all the phantom configurations investigated, those
with a large thorax and off-centre projection had a larger area
of active liver tissue missing in the truncated projections.
Therefore, scatter from active liver tissue into the myocardium
will be more severely underestimated by model-based scatter
correction. Moreover, a larger thorax induces a more severe
attenuation effect. Thus, the myocardium in the large-thorax
phantom and with shifted projection would be expected to
suffer the most from projection truncation and could be
regarded as the worst-case scenario.

The selected heart:liver:lung:background relative activity
concentration ratios were 75:75:4:2 for 99mTc and 43:19:1:2
for 201Tl. These reflect typical distributions encountered in
clinical studies [21, 28]. The activities in the myocardium
were set based on 1.1% uptake for 925 MBq 99mTc and 3%
uptake for 148 MBq 201Tl [29, 30]. Because the basal part
of the inferior and septal wall is known to be most likely
affected by the artefacts of attenuation and scatter, a
perfusion defect (6 ml) was placed in the basal part of the
inferior and septal wall to study the effect of truncation.

We simulated a noncircular camera orbit in which the
detectors rotate along an elliptical orbit. Most SF-SPECT
systems use this type of orbit in order to align the camera
heads closer to the patient contour than is possible with a
circular orbit. As a result, the image resolution and
uniformity are improved [31]. An elliptical orbit also
reduces lateral projection truncation since a larger portion
of the thorax can be included in the FOV than with a
circular orbit for the relative 90° dual-headed systems.

Projection data were computed using a Monte Carlo
simulator that rapidly and realistically models the effects of
attenuation, collimator-detector response, and scatter [5]. This
simulator has been carefully validated for 99mTc, 201Tl, and
simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies [4, 18, 28]. With this
simulator, 107 photon paths were generated which included
a maximum of ten orders of Compton scatter. The simulation

modelled data acquisition for a dual-head SPECT camera
with a FOVof 50.8×38.1 cm and low-energy high-resolution
collimators (hole length 30 mm, and diameter 1.4 mm). A
180° noncircular study for simultaneous transmission and
emission scans was simulated with 64 projections for 99mTc,
201Tl, and simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies. In this way, the
transmission scans and emission data can be assumed to be
acquired simultaneously. The acquisition matrix was
128×128 pixels with a pixel size of 3.26 mm. For 99mTc a
photopeak window of 140 keV±10% was used. For 201Tl the
lower and higher 201Tl photopeak window (72 keV +10%
and 167 keV +10%) were used. Downs-scatter contaminated
projections mimicking simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies were
obtained by adding the down-scattered 99mTc projections
in the lower 201Tl energy window (72 keV±10%) to
the simulated 201Tl projections. For all three studies,
transmission projection data were simulated in a 20% wide
energy window centred at 100 keV. The amount of 99mTc
uptake in the myocardium is 2.3 times that of 201Tl, and the
abundance of the 167 keV 201Tl peak is only 10%. Thus, the
down-scatter of the 201Tl photons in the 99mTc image is less
than a few percent and its impact was neglected.

The small FOV projection data were simulated from the
data of the full FOV SPECT by setting the pixels outside the
small FOV to zero. With the use of the noncircular orbit
information to track the corner of the two full FOV camera
heads, the emission and transmission projections were
truncated from the side opposite the corner (Fig. 1) to exactly
model the acquisition of the widely used small FOV Philips
CardioMD system (36.0×20.4 cm). This detector size is very
similar to that of the other widely used small FOV systems,
e.g. Siemens c.cam (36.0×20.4 cm) and GE Ventri
(37.0×19.0 cm).

Image reconstruction and assessment

For the 99mTc and 201Tl studies, ordered subset expectation
maximization (OS-EM) [32] image reconstruction algorithms
with two different types of photon transport modelling were
compared. For both methods, we used precalculated point

Fig. 1 Projection of full FOV system, truncated projection of small
FOV system, and axially extended small FOV projection

Table 1 Variations used to generate different patient anatomies and to
axially shift projections. The combination of a large thorax and off-
centre projection results in the worst truncation scenario

Thorax
size (cm)

Heart dimension
(cm)

Axial heart
shift (cm)

Variation 1
(normal)

36 (mean) 9.1 (mean) 0

Variation 2
(large)

42 (mean
+2SD)

10.7 (mean+2SD) 1.9 (mean
+2SD)
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spread function tables that describe the gaussian distance-
dependent detector response of a point source in air. The
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the gaussian
kernels was calculated on the basis of geometric collimator
resolution and intrinsic detector resolution [5]. In the
OS-AD method, nonuniform attenuation correction (A) and
detector response modelling (D) were incorporated into the
OS-EM method. Attenuation maps were used to perform
nonuniform attenuation correction. The OS-ADS method,
fully 3-D Monte Carlo-based reconstruction, was performed
using dual matrix OS-EM [6]. Attenuation and detector
blurring were modelled in both forward and backward
projections. Monte Carlo simulation was, however, used
only during the calculation of the forward projection [7]. The
Monte Carlo simulator was accelerated using convolution-
based forced detection [5], with which 105 photon paths per
subset were found to be sufficient for reconstructions of
cardiac perfusion studies [33]. Seven orders of Compton
scatter were generated.

For the simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies, the 99mTc study
was reconstructed with the OS-ADS method in the same
way as the separated 99mTc studies. Then, down-scatter
projections were calculated based on the reconstructed 99mTc
image and the attenuation map. The simulation of down-
scatter was based on 107 photon paths calculated including
ten orders of Compton scatter [4]. The 201Tl images were
reconstructed with the OS-ADS method in the same way as
the separated 201Tl studies but with the addition of the
simulated down-scatter projections to the denominator of the
dual matrix OS-EM algorithm.

Previous studies have shown that the use of over-iteration
followed by postfiltering can lead to better results than early
stopping of the iteration process [34, 35]. Therefore, for the
OS-AD and OS-ADS algorithms, a relatively high number
of iterations (30) with eight subsets were performed. This
procedure was followed by 3-D postfiltering with a gaussian
filter kernel (FWHM, three pixels).

Attenuation maps were reconstructed using the ordered-
subset convex algorithm [36] with eight subsets and 30
iterations. To reduce noise, the attenuation maps were
filtered using a 3-D gaussian kernel (FWHM, 2.5 pixels).
Then, median filtering was applied twice using a 3-D cubic
kernel of 5×5×5 pixels. The accuracy of this transmission
reconstruction algorithm has been carefully validated [36].

Effects of lead X-ray contamination were neglected
during simulation of down-scatter projections and in
modelling during reconstruction. Dual-isotope studies by
de Jong et al. [4] have shown that image profiles are only
marginally different (a couple of percent) between those
including and those not including the lead X-ray in the
simulation. Another study by de Jong et al. [9] also
confirms that lead X-ray contamination is an order of
magnitude less in intensity than down-scatter of 99mTc in

the 72 keV window. We therefore ignored this effect during
simulation.

We compared image profiles through the inferior
perfusion defect in the short-axis view images between
the full FOV and small FOV data. For a more global
and quantitative analysis, bull’s-eyes (polar maps) were
constructed from short-axis images by sampling the
maximum counts in the myocardial wall. The anterior,
lateral, inferior and septal walls of the myocardium
were sampled cylindrically, and the apex was sampled
spherically [1, 37]. The bull’s-eye was divided into nine
segments: apex, anterior mid, anterior basal, lateral mid,
lateral basal, inferior mid, inferior basal, septal mid, and
septal basal. For each segment, the average pixel value in
the bull’s eye image was calculated. To investigate the
effect of truncation, the deviation in percentage between the
full FOV and small FOV data was calculated for each
segment. The deviation in percentage was defined as:

Deviation ¼ Cs � Cf

Cf
� 1000=0 ð1Þ

where Cs is the average pixel value of a certain segment in
the small FOV data and Cf is the average pixel value of a
certain segment in the full FOV data.

Truncation compensation

For simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies, the down-scatter of
99mTc has a wide extent. A study with a 99mTc point source
in the centre of a water-filled cylinder phantom with radius
of 11.1 cm has shown that the FWHM of the down-scatter
response is 8 cm [9]. The radius represents an average
depth of the heart in the human thorax. The liver truncation
usually is only a couple of centimetres away from the
inferior wall of the myocardium. Therefore, this truncation
can have an adverse influence on down-scatter modelling of
the myocardium.

Given the distance between the missing liver tissue
and the myocardium, the down-scatter response has a
very smooth profile. A coarse correction method for the
truncated liver could be sufficient to remedy the down-
scatter estimate. This method may not need to recover
the exact contour of the missing part of liver but only
provide a rough estimate of the amount of scatter from
the missing liver tissue. Therefore, we propose a simple
correction method that axially extends the small FOV
projections by several centimetres on both sides by
simply duplicating the boundary projection pixels, as
shown in Fig. 1. To investigate how large the axial
extension should be, the small FOV was extended by 4,
8 and 12 cm, which were respectively 0.5, 1 and 1.5 times
FWHM of the down-scatter response. We calculated the
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deviation in each segment between the full FOV data and
the extended small FOV data using Eq. 1, with Cs as the
average pixel value of a certain segment in the extended
small FOV data.

Results

For OS-AD, Fig. 2 shows short-axis views of a large
myocardium in the worst-case scenario. Vertical profiles
through the perfusion defect in the inferior wall show little
difference in the reconstructed myocardium between the
full FOV and small FOV data, both for 99mTc and 201Tl. As
shown in Table 2, within the nine myocardial segments, the
greatest deviations were 1.3% for 201Tl and 0.95% for
99mTc. Less-severe deviations were found for the smaller
phantom and with a centrally positioned heart. The
deviations caused by projection truncation can be regarded
as marginal and should not affect diagnosis. For OS-ADS,
little difference was also shown between the full FOV and
small FOV data (Fig. 3). The greatest deviations (Table 2)
were 3.5% for 201Tl and 2.9% for 99mTc. Only very small
deviations were found for smaller thorax phantoms. In all
cases, the deviations seemed to be too limited to influence
the outcome of clinical diagnosis. Therefore, we can
conclude that the missing liver tissue has little impact on
the accuracy of both OS-AD and OS-ADS, both for 99mTc
and 201Tl. As shown in Table 2, deviations in the
myocardium were marginally larger with OS-ADS than
with OS-AD. In this study, the truncation was only present
on the reverse side of the thorax and it was far from the
heart even for the worst-case scenario. The cupping artefact
due to truncation in the emission data therefore has minimal
impact on the myocardium.

For simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl imaging, vertical profiles
in the short-axis views in Fig. 4, reconstructed with the OS-
ADS method, clearly show that truncation of the liver tissue
with the small FOV systems led to deterioration of the
lesion contrast in the worst-case scenario. Axial extension
of the small FOV by half FWHM led to partial recovery of
lesion contrast and extension by one FWHM resulted in
almost the same lesion contrast as provided by the full FOV
data. A quantitative comparison for each myocardial
segment is shown in Table 3. Extending the small FOV
by one FWHM decreased the deviations in the basal part of
the inferior and septal walls containing the defect from 49%
to 1.8% and from 23% to 1.4%, respectively. The
deviations were also calculated for the normal sized NCAT
phantom with a normal sized heart and nonshifted
projection. Extension by one FWHM was a good correction
in this case too. Table 4 shows activity deviations in the
myocardial segments containing a perfusion defect and
illustrates the effect of truncation and the effectiveness of
axial projection extension in correcting the deviations in all
the scenarios. As shown in Table 4, artificial projection
extension almost fully eliminated the adverse effects of
projection truncation.

Discussion

In this study, the impact of truncation on SF-SPECT was
investigated by comparing full FOV and small FOV data for
99mTc, 201Tl, and simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl studies. For
99mTc and 201Tl single-isotope studies, little difference
between the full FOV and small FOV data was found in
the reconstructed myocardium. For simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl
studies, truncation of the liver tissue had a strong impact on

Fig. 2 OS-AD method. Top:
Short-axis (SAX) views based
on full FOV and small FOV
projections for the worst-case
scenario. Bottom: Vertical
profiles through the inferior
defect
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the tracer distribution in the reconstructed myocardium and
led to significant deterioration of lesion contrast. After
axially extending the small FOV by one FWHM of the
down-scatter response, this truncation artefact was almost
completely eliminated.

The projection extension method tested is a simple but
adequate method to estimate down-scatter of the 99mTc
photons originating from the liver. In the eight scenarios
studied, extension by one FWHM almost completely
eliminated the truncation effect and therefore can be called
a robust correction method. Our simulation study indicated
that the amount of axial projection extension required may

not be necessarily specific to each individual scenario.
Given the distance between the missing liver tissue and the
myocardium, the down-scatter response had a very smooth
profile. Therefore, a coarse correction method of axially
extending the small FOV by one FWHM was sufficient to
estimate the amount of scatter from the missing liver tissue
reliably.

To correct for down-scatter from the liver in dual isotope
studies, the model-based correction method proposed in this
paper needs some liver activity to be included in the FOV.
We checked all the projections for the 64 patients and
shifted the projections to simulate the worst off-centre
positioning scenario investigated in this study, i.e. axially
shifting the liver towards outside the FOV by 1.9 cm (mean
+2SD, see Table 1). For all these cases, there is still a
considerable amount of liver included in the FOV.
Therefore, the liver might be missed only in very rare
cases. Nevertheless, requiring liver activity in the FOV
remains a potential weakness of this method.

This simple truncation correction method was designed for
a 3-D model-based approach and not for a less-advanced
approach, e.g. no scatter correction or a triple-energy window
method. Our results indicate that truncation correction
induced by SF-SPECT is only necessary for simultaneous
99mTc/201Tl studies. For such studies, 3-D model-based
scatter correction is very much preferred over a less-
advanced approach due to down-scatter from the liver. This
simple correction method may be useful in such cases. For
single isotope studies, SF-SPECT does not need our
correction method for either 3-D or 2-D reconstruction
approaches.

The literature is somewhat mixed as to the effect of
attenuation map truncation on myocardial SPECT images.

Fig. 3 OS-ADS method. Top:
Short-axis (SAX) views based
on full FOV and small FOV
projections for the worst-case
scenario. Bottom: Vertical
profiles through the inferior
defect

Table 2 Deviations between full FOV data and small FOV data in
each of the nine myocardial segments calculated for the worst-case
scenario, for the OS-AD and OS-ADS methods

Segment Deviation (%)

OS-AD OS-ADS

201Tl 99mTc 201Tl 99mTc

Total 0.18 0.098 0.016 −1.1
Apex 0.10 0.024 0.23 −2.4
Anterior mid −0.48 −0.015 0.20 −1.1
Anterior basal 0.53 0.20 0.022 2.4

Lateral mid 0.46 −0.011 −2.3 −1.9
Lateral basal 0.81 0.88 0.63 2.8

Inferior mid 0.17 0.030 −0.65 0.87

Inferior basala 1.3 0.89 3.3 2.9

Septal mid −0.68 −0.95 −0.23 −2.0
Septal basala 0.92 0.025 3.5 −1.4

a Segments containing perfusion defect.
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Several studies [10–13] have found that truncation of the
attenuation map may have little impact on accurate
attenuation correction for the heart. However, the impact
of truncation may become noticeable when the lateral
dimension of the detector is smaller than 60% of the lateral
width of the patient’s thorax [10]. Chen et al. [38] also
found that truncation can only have a sizeable impact when

it is so severe that it affects the left side of the patient. The
study by Celler et al. [39] showed two types of truncation
may produce false-positive defects in the myocardium,
namely incomplete rotation in an asymmetric fan-beam
system and suboptimal positioning of the patient in a Profile
transmission system. Most small FOV systems use parallel
beams and therefore they are not subject to the incomplete

Table 3 OS-ADS method. Deviations among the full FOV, small
FOV, and extended small FOV data in each of the nine myocardial
segments calculated for the worst-case scenario of simultaneous
99mTc/201Tl SPECT

Segment Deviation (%)

Small
FOV

Extended by
0.5 FWHM

Extended by
1 FWHM

Extended by
1.5 FWHM

Total 7.8 3.0 0.75 −0.43
Apex 6.8 2.5 0.68 0.10

Anterior mid 2.0 −0.40 −1.2 −1.3
Anterior basal 10 3.8 2.6 2.9

Lateral mid 6.2 3.0 1.4 0.023

Lateral basal 7.8 4.1 2.2 −0.65
Inferior mid 7.9 2.2 −0.68 −1.2
Inferior basala 49 15 1.8 −1.4
Septal mid 4.0 0.72 −1.7 −2.1
Septal basala 23 5.5 1.4 −1.0

a Segments containing perfusion defect.

Table 4 OS-ADS method. Deviations in segments containing the
perfusion defect for all eight scenarios

Scenario Deviation (%)

Inferior basal Septal basal

Small
FOV

Extended by
1 FWHM

Small
FOV

Extended
by 1
FWHM

Normal 22 1.3 15 0.91

Large thorax 45 2.5 21 −0.52
Large heart 18 −2.1 9.6 −0.28
Axial heart shift 34 −0.78 18 1.1

Large thorax and large heart 42 1.5 24 −1.9
Large thorax and axial heart
shift

47 2.2 25 0.87

Large heart and axial heart
shift

36 1.4 22 1.6

Large thorax and large heart
and axial heart shift

49 1.8 23 1.4

Fig. 4 201Tl images in a simul-
taneous 99mTc/201Tl study,
reconstructed with the OS-ADS
method. Top: Short-axis (SAX)
views based on full FOV, small
FOV, and extended small FOV
projections for the worst-case
scenario. Bottom: Vertical
profiles through the inferior
defect
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rotation problem. Most small FOV systems, including the
CardioMD system which we studied here, have a scanning
line transmission system and do not have the mispositioning
problem of the Profile system. Nevertheless we fully agree
with Celler et al. that strict quality control and an appropriate
testing protocol is needed for both Profile and scanning line
systems.

Conclusion

Our results indicate that, for 201Tl and 99mTc studies, projection
truncation associated with SF-SPECT has no serious impact
on attenuation correction and model-based scatter correction.
Although truncation has an effect in simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl
studies, a simple digital extension of projection images almost
fully eliminates the degrading effects of truncation. This study
indicated that SF-SPECT may achieve image quality similar
to that achieved by full field-of-view SPECT, even for
simultaneous 99mTc/201Tl imaging.
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